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The aim of this experiment was to perform precise determination of the lattice parameter
of clusters of Cu and Ag (better than previously performed EXAFS investigations). The
samples proposed were Silica and Soda-lime glasses implanted with the cited ions at a dose
anging between l* 1016 at/cm2 and 5*1016 aticm2.
A previous proposal (HS126) was put in reserve time on ID09 and one day of test on that
beamline was used to demonstrate the feasibility of the experiment. During that test it was
realized that a careful alignment of the sample on the falling edge of the reflectivity curve
was necessary in order to maximize the low cluster signal over the huge background
contribution. The precise mechanics for sample positioning used on ID09 resulted to be
perfectly suitable for this kind of experiments.
This experiment was performed on BMOl due to the lack of beamtime on the requested
beamline ID09. Unfortunately this beamline, altough disposing of a good MAR detector
for 2-D diffraction spectra, is not equipped with precise mechanics for sample handling on
the MAR table. Samples were aligned in an extremely rough method using an apical level
and absolutely no signal was extracted from implanted glasses after a whole day of trying.
Under this point of view the experiment has not been performed at all.
However we disposed also of samples doped with Cu and Ag by binary ion-exchange and
subsequently implanted with He ions or exposed to H Z, atmosphere to promote the cluster

formation. In these samples the cluster rich zone extends down to several pm under the \
glass surface (in contrast with 1500 A in the case of implanted samples) and the quantity of
metal in the glass is as high as lo-100 times that in the implanted samples. This means that
we do not need the near-total reflection condition to evidence the cluster signal and a low
incidence angle (1-2”) is sufficient. Thus we spent the following two days measuring this
kind of samples and some of the spectra collected are shown below.

The noise is higher than that obtained on ID09 but the quality is sufficient to make a
reliable data analysis. We are performing at the moment the data analysis.
We will submit again this proposal on the implanted samples asking this time esplicitly the
use of ID09 line that revealed to be the only one permitting this kind of measurements.

